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Ebook Mims Indonesial Ebook Mims IndonesialThe Lions have announced that Barry Hall is returning to the squad as a
replacement for Nevin Benjamin. The 34-year old, who will be the oldest player in Super Rugby this season, has been a fixture
for the Lions for the past seven seasons and played a major role in their run to the 2011 World Cup Final. The New Zealander is

widely regarded as one of the world’s best No. 8’s and is a core part of the Lions’ winning culture that has been built around
their loose forwards in recent years. Speaking ahead of the first Super Rugby match against the Hurricanes in Auckland, head
coach Swys de Bruin said the experience and versatility of Hall and Joel Stransky will be key in giving the Lions a fresh look in

the No. 8 shirt. Hall is an imposing figure who looks to put his grubber in as soon as he can get it and does so with his
trademark combination of aggression and brilliance. “There are no real negatives to Hall,” de Bruin said. “He’s a world-class

No. 8 for the Lions and off the field he’s had a fantastic career. “We’ve lost Nevin to the Cheetahs, the replacement cover
players for us are Joel Stransky, Barry Hall and Francois Louw, who won the competition last season. “Barry is very experienced

and he brings a lot of leadership in and I really like what he brings. “His experience is important and Joel, like all of the
replacements, is like a key player for us. “Nevin has been a bit of an injury casualty for us recently and I think that we lose
something by losing him, but he’s such a good friend of ours and of the rugby community.” “He’s been a fantastic and very
dedicated servant to the Lions jersey and a fantastic servant to the community in South Africa. “We all want to wish him the

best in his future.” In the 2012-13 Guinness PRO14 season, the Lions have a plethora of proven quality backup No. 8’s available
including Stransky (Blues), Tadhg Beirne (Connacht), Hall and Louw (both Hurricanes). De Bruin said the 37-year
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